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What degree program are you pursuing now?
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How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?
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How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?
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How well were the teachers able to communicate?
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The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as
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Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers.
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Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student

exchange, field visit opportunities for students.
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The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in

cognitive, social and emotional growth.
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The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.
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Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course

outcomes and programme outcomes.
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Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you.
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The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.
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The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing

right level of challenges.
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Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome

them.
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The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review

and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning process
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The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential

learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for

enhancing learning experiences.
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Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities
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Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life

skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.
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What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,

Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
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The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very

good.
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Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning

experience in your institution
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Nothing

Good

NA

-

.

Everything is good

N/A

Ok

No

Na

No suggestions

..

Smart classes, practical knowledge for students, clear explanation

They use to make us know the concept every time for every individual who is sitting with an
Different examples.

Give examples based on real life

To give updated courses  
Don't stick the same process as previously done

Everything is good for now

•Complete the syllabus in time, to avoid last minute rushing. 

1.Use better graphics and visual media to encourage students well. 
2.Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts whether the topic is clear or not. 
3.Make teaching a two way interaction 

nothing

Need to look at subject knowledge more than marks we get, can improve on communication
skills while explaining, be more supportive in our major projects

Using more ICT tools

Please illustrate with more and more examples to understand well and clear explanation of
topic.

Screen for Lcd teaching.

1)Should teach thoroughly with practical applications... 
2)Should discuss in detail about the topic with figures.. 
3) Motivate the students with opportunities 

Over good

Remove writting records,practical learning should be improved,lab facilitates and lab teaching
should be improved,improve teaching.

Teaching skills

To explain in what way the students are understand 
Teach in way of students language that some students know about the topic  

Increase club activity timings. 
Second Saturday holidays 
Increase lab syallabus and number of hours so that practical knowledge can be increased 
Cancel writing the observations, because records will be th

To improve more interactive education



Every effort from college should be non profit for college 

Library is not allowed to learn and work 
And this is one major drawback 

Practical education must be implemented

Ntg else All Good

Videos animation

Provide real life examples, Encourage if student is going downward.

Trying to know students personal problems and help in solving them if possible

Evaluation process should be improve

Infrastructure in few labs,Extra time other than lab allocated times for practising in labs,more
internship opportunities

syllabus should be taught orally to some extent rather using slides & projector all the time 
there should be interaction between student and faculty 

Discuss course objectives clearly like where we exactly apply it 
Explain briefly about concept of topics 

Soft interaction with students

Improvement in teaching level. 
Encouraging the students in learning concepts.

College is best

Advanced Labs 
Sports 
Good project mentorship

Interact With Students

Tell the students about the life they will face in the future not only in theoretical way of
explaination but also in practically show them.

is that get some close to the students and understanding their mental state make them learn
but not read 4 to 5 times

No partiality should be given to some students.Faculty should treat every student equally. 
To teach the topics neat and practically. 
Focussing on main concept. 
Teaching concept and avoiding non concept topics. 
Giving some basic knowledge on gate exam

Make sure to get interest to students to listen to classes like motivating them,and practical
knowledge should be learned for students about the concepts they listen at class

Attitude of Staff should be Polite regards Students. Many of the staff Behaving very rude.

teachers should be more interactive with students

Along with theoretical , practical explanation makes the students very clear..

Projections must be Used. 
Practical explanations must be given. 
Extracurricular activities must be there 

Application oriented teaching and no partiality

Learning comunications skills

They are using only c language.they need to implement upto 3 different languages because
some student will good at one language some not this is our suggestion

Initially no offence to all the staff who teach us ,and i really didn't find them that creative and
skilled at their work till now compared to the Teachers that i came across .It would be great if
the faculty mould their way of teaching Accordingly as Students find interesting and
passionate to Focus on the Subject, and i this is how i truly feel about the faculty from Our
department, 
Thank you .

Using board along with projectors will be a great thing rather than just using PPT's in LCD
projectors. 



Please Cover the syllabus in time 
Expalain the content/subject practically 
Student interaction

To communicate with students during the class ongoing.

1.Practical way of Teaching 
2.Give Real life applications / examples of that particular concept 
3.Need to use projectors more to explain concepts

Teaching using practical equipment

Till today it's good

1.teaching should be in a interactive manner ,by taking lot's of real time examples and outside
world. 
2.teacher should not show any partiality between the students, irrespective of this studies and,
do not divide students as Lateral entries and regular students everyone should be treated as
equal and equal knowledge should be shared with everyone one 
3.not only in completing the syllabus coverage,but should be able to provide the actual
concept for higher studies.

Encourage the students in which field they are strong. So that they can achieve their goals.

1.syllabus should complete intime. 
2.teching methods should be student interactive. 
3.should use more future examples, and should show us the path to the future. 
4.please insist us to get internships.

Good experience

The way of teaching labs need to change, It is just meeting current requirements and not for
the future implementation .

1.Faculty have to corelate every subject into practical things.  
2.After each n every subject chapters completion each student have to give a seminar on that
unit,like this way faculty have to prepare students  
3.Group discussions on the subject topics must provided for students in the class room by &in
front of the faculty for every week.  
4.For better understanding &to get more grip on the subject by the student,practical 
explanation should be provided by visiting occasional visits of industries,subject related
areas,etc.

Labs need to be more effective  

Treat students properly by taking care of them not by stressing them out.

1.relate the topics with real time examples  
2.explain the topics digitally and effectively

Explanation in a friendly atmosphere

Ntng

Promote Coding Skills , 
Teach Full Stack Web development at second year itself , 
Teach currently booming technologies

Students should be encouraged to more practical learnings, extra curricular ND cultural
activities should be Improve ND should encourage by staff to each ND every student to
participate not only for particular persons, daily sports class may help students to participate
ND physical strength gaining.

Its good

Explain more problem solving methodologies.

Ba

Better communication

Teaching, and sports

Improving the interaction among peers and teachers and students may give us a great learning
experience

Good, no field visit oppurtunities

Wifi enabled campus,

Give practical examples,Assign some topics to students related to subject, asking questions
about yesterday class



Electrical labs method of teaching should be changed. 90% students don't know why we are
conducting the experiment and where we use that type of experiment in real life. 
In case of lab exams every one just byheart the circuit and try to pass. 
If they explain in a more elaborative way why we use this equipment here and why to find
certain parameters, where we use this experiment , the labs will be the most interesting ones

Teaching skills  
Way to understand to student  
Use any language

1 faculty should make sure every student is understanding what he's explaining 
2 faculty shouldn't complete portion just before exams. After completing atleast we expect a
week or two. So that we revise topics again. 
3 no sports period provided for mechanical students. Don't promote sports.

It is totally nice and satisfied

None

Need to complete syllabus at a time this semester complete lately

For few subjects, the knowledge and teaching effect of faculty should be ascertained before
assigning a subject to them so that students learn from faculty who are well versed in the
subject and can effectively communicate

Teaching and discussion. Maku sure to know the students jas understood the concept

Need to develop more in practical way of teaching

Communicating in English 
Conducting practical sessions 
Using ICT tools effectively 

Great

Completing in time syllabus and maintaining good communication with students

The teachers also myst have regular tests to test their knowledge . The teachers must not treat
students in a way which hurt their self respect. Dr. Sudha rani ( my mentor) ill treats students .
She doesn't even have good knowledge on subject and her way of communicating is very rude.
I even doubt whether she bought phd certificate or really studied. Teachers must be verified by
the college before recruiting.
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